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 BOOKS

 Sonic Somatic : Performances of the Unsound Body by
 Christof Migone. Errant Bodies Press, 2012. $21.00

 From the declamatory opening quote of Alfred
 Jany s 'MerdreP to the closing whisper of
 Thoreau's hearing of the unspeakable, the artist,
 curator and writer Christof Migone draws
 together words on sound and silence from the
 ' soundbodymouth' . Tripping over the tongue,
 Migone picks up on themes from his earlier writ-
 ing and creative practice to explore the intersec-
 tions of the body, sound and the written and
 spoken word. One of a growing number of
 books attempting to set out a philosophy for the
 sonic arts, Sonic Somatic offers a fleshy mix of crit-
 ical and theoretical reflection and ardent polemic.

 In sketching out his theoretical approach to
 sound, Migone grapples with many of the
 same key concepts tackled by other recent writ-
 ing in this field. How should we think of space
 and form? What is the relationship between lis-
 tening, the subject and subjectivity? How can
 we speak of the materiality of sound? Perhaps
 Migone' s most valuable philosophical move,
 however, comes about in response to questions
 surrounding the relationship between sound
 and silence: the 'unsound' of the title, incorpor-
 ating (sometimes quite literally) what cannot
 be heard or what is left unsaid, or un-sounded.

 Migone's purview is a broad one, and this is set
 out in the introductory chapter. His aim is no less
 than to place sound art in a panoply of disparate
 and paradoxical contexts', responding to sound's
 physical difiuseness' by adopting an '¿position
 (or přuhposition)' (p. 3). This is not a theorisation
 of the sonic or auditory at the expense of other
 sensory modalities; later sections of the book
 lend an ear to changes in the sense of self following
 encounters with art and trace shifts from subject to
 object through to the abject, examining how these
 are both shaped and disrupted by sound.

 As Migone himself notes, the construction of
 an historical narrative for sound art must be

 undertaken with care. This push towards plura-
 lising the history of sound, and the problematics
 of resisting or disrupting an authoritative stance,
 underpin much of the text:

 There is no history of a self-described and autono-
 mous [sound] art in the way one might think of the

 history of sculpture, no facade of a purposeful unity
 and linear continuity, no ongoing biographical intri-
 gues and libidinal exchanges of influence. As a histor-
 ical object, sound cannot furnish a good story or
 consistent cast of characters nor can it validate any
 ersatz notions of progress or generational maturity.
 The history is scattered, fleeting and highly mediated
 - it is as poor an object in any respect as sound itself,
 (p. 236)

 This very inability to grasp sound, to pin it
 down, leads Migone to craft a provocative and
 playful set of terminology. He takes everyday
 terms and elides sound and meaning in order
 to offer a ground for his sonic philosophy:
 terms such as 'unsound', 'taciturntablism , and
 'stutterance agitate for new approaches to both
 the sonic and the somatic, and Migone's strategy
 is to throw them into play and to observe the
 work they do rather than to offer them up as a
 definitive theoretical framework.

 Bodily articulations such as the stutter become
 figures around which theorisations coalesce. The
 stutter becomes a source of rhythmic impetus,
 leading Migone to questions surrounding fluency
 and articulacy (p. 121). His theorisation draws
 towards the sonic from the somatic, but it's dif-
 ficult to unravel the two, positing as it does
 that the materialisation of sound occurs 'through
 its consistent anchoring to the somatic' (p. 237).
 The reflexive intertwining of sounding and hear-
 ing folds body and space, self and other, back on
 themselves. Furthermore, sound in, of and
 through the body becomes not only a tool for
 inward or philosophical reflection but a starting
 point for outward exploration, of both the nego-
 tiation of sonic space and the provisional framing
 of the corpus of work that constitutes sound art.

 Given the scope of Migone's project, and his
 insistence on resisting an authoritative history
 of the sonic arts, references to creative practice
 are frequent and diverse, covering a range of
 works that might sometimes only loosely be
 thought of as sonic art. While some of the
 works cited are quickly becoming canonical in
 texts about sound art (Lucier's I am sitting in a
 room and Satie's Vexations , for example), others
 offer fresh insights in this context. Still, be they
 music, literature, performance or media art,
 Migone's examples are drawn predominantly
 from the avant garde. The book's theoretical
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 terms of reference and intellectual lineage are
 similarly diffuse. However, as in Migone's previ-
 ous work with Brandon LaBelle, writing on
 sound and language forms a strong theme: the
 (body) voices of Artaud and Beckett resound fre-
 quently throughout the text.

 While there are one or two minor inaccur-

 acies in the footnotes, the book is attractively
 presented and designed, as with other releases
 from Errant Bodies. The 48 black and white

 photographic figures are clearly printed and illus-
 trative of the broad range of works Migone dis-
 cusses. As with many print publications, audio
 examples are not included, yet the footnotes
 are more than adequate to track these down,
 and Migone' s descriptive and analytical writing
 is such that iťs possible, if not always desirable,
 to read the text without them. Furthermore,
 Migone' s exploration of the 'unsound' leads to
 many examples being drawn from literature
 and beyond, complicating the text's relationship
 to its sonic objects. This broad range of reference
 and proliferation of portmanteau terms, and
 Migone's strategy of resisting 'linearized coher-
 ence' means that the book stands up to more
 than one reading. His playful and sonorous use
 of language, in particular his careful use of ono-
 matopoeia and repetitive fragments and small
 phrases, infects the text with small concepts
 and mirrors his argument.

 The book is likely to be of interest not only to
 scholars of sonic arts, but to anyone with an
 interest in the interconnections between the

 body, sound and language. Moreover, Migone's
 radical theoretical intertwining of the sonic and
 the somatic provides a novel and valuable
 approach to thinking through embodiment that
 is of relevance to scholars in a number of fields,
 echoing Migone's positioning of sound art as
 indisciplinary [sic] practice.

 atacey bewell

 Boring Formless Nonsense: Experimental Music and the
 Aesthetics of Failure by eldritch Priest. Bloomsbury,
 2013. £18.99

 Although it is mentioned on the dust jacket, the
 word 'pataphysics only appears once in eldritch
 Priest's Bońng Formless Nonsense: Experimental
 Music and the Aesthetics of Failure:

 When you see the world as a series of exceptions and
 happenstance, as the hyperstitious person does, the
 ruse of metaphysics that makes us "believe in the
 true" is supplanted by the superior ruse of 'pataphysics
 which "lets us pretend to be untrue".

 The citation is from Christian Bök, and the
 word 'hyperstitious', which is discussed at
 length, is a kind of pataphysical extension of
 'superstitious'.

 Despite this relatively limited use of the word,
 the book as a whole inhabits the same spiriform
 world of infinite regress in which pataphysicians
 are comfortable. Ceaselessly avoiding definition
 by deploying the energetic oscillations inherent
 in wilful self-contradiction, self-annulment and
 self-ambiguation is an engaging strategy,
 reflected in a tide that is positively seductive in
 its allure.

 This is a courageous book, because it takes as
 its prima materia the stuff that most people would
 barely acknowledge, and attempts to travel the
 dry path to its transformation into a
 Philosopher's Stone that could deliver ... eternal
 youth.2 Keeping going is the hardest thing, since
 in almost every paragraph the book presents us
 with reasons to stop reading. What is reached
 at the end, however, is a kind of creative writing
 that transcends criticism and aspires to the state
 of music itself.

 The alchemical apparatus for this effort is pro-
 vided by a parade of critical
 theorists-cum-philosophers-cum-musicologists:
 Heidegger, Adorno, Deleuze, Baudrillard,
 Lyotard, Ngai, Mann, Massumi, Kahn, Hegarty
 and several others. The author does a spectacu-
 larly good job of assimilating and parsing all
 this, offering numerous original insights that
 derive from his own critical readings of these
 critics: he repurposes them for his discussions
 in ways that are frequendy quite brilliant. The
 language is consequendy difficult to follow, but
 repays multiple readings.

 Into the alembic goes a collection of works
 predominandy by Canadian composers.
 Bleeding chunks of scores by Eric km Clark,
 Devin Maxwell (an American), Chedomir
 Barone, G. Douglas Barrett, Josh Thorpe,
 Hugh Peaker and John Mark Sherlock are passed
 through the apparatus, along with detailed
 accounts of works by several other Canadians.
 A few of the examined composers stand out as
 different: Warren Burt because he is resident in
 Australia, Turf Boon because he is Irish and
 Karen Eliot because at first glance she appears
 to be a woman. The latter turns out to be an

 1 Christian Bök, 'Pataphysics: The Poetics of an Imaginary Science
 (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2002), p. 6.

 2 The true purpose of the Philosopher's Stone was to deliver an
 elixir of eternal youth. Turning base metals into gold was only
 ever a test for its efficacy. In this analogy, the book seeks to
 connect us with something that is ever youthful in our spirit.
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